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Childhood
• A. I. Virtanen was born January 15, 

1895 in Helsinki. 
• Artturi’s parents Kaarlo and 

Serefiina got six more boys, but 
four of them died of pneumonia 
before their first birthday. 
•One of the boys died of meningitis 

before his 20th birthday.  
• Artturi’s family moved to Vyborg 

when Artturi was young.
• Artturi went to school there and 

did well.
• He was excited about school, 

nature, and reading.
Vyborg library where Artturi liked to read a lot. (By the way, 
it is designed by Alvar Aalto, a Finnish architect)



University studies 

• Virtanen started his university studies in Helsinki 1913

• He studied in physical-mathematical department of the Faculty 
of philosophy.

• He graduated with bachelor’s degree in philosophy 1916. 

• Ossian Aschan encouraged Virtanen to postgraduate studies, and 
Virtanen started to focus on organic chemistry.

• Virtanen completed his dissertation of the chemical structure f 
resin acids and graduated in 1919.
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2021



Career   

• After graduating Virtanen got an internship at a 
sulfate pulp factory.

• His next job was at a butter inspection facility and 
after that he became a chemist for Valio.

• Throughout his early career Virtanen extensively 
studied abroad.

• He later worked as a professor at the University of 
Helsinki.



Career
• Virtanen started to do nutrition research

• Just before the start of the Winter War in 
1939 Virtanen developed some weapons 
and equipment for war.

• Nobel prize in 1945

• Virtanen was the first head of the Finnish 
Academy



AIV fodder
• AIV fodder is a silage

• It consists of an AIV liquid 
and regular fodder.

• AIV liquid

   -Formic acid (76%)

   -Ammonium formate (5,5%)

   -Water (the rest)

• The AIV liquid lowers the 
pH value of the fodder down 
to four.

• Increased acidity stops 
harmful fermentation making 
the fodder store longer.



Background of the AIV 
fodder
•The idea of AIV fodder was born when it was 

noticed that fodder didn't heat up in storage, 
when its pH value was under four.

•Usually, the fodder would heat up due to 
decomposition and other chemical 
reactions with bacteria.

•Virtanen knew that many fermentation 
processes and the decomposition of proteins 
stopped at a pH value of four. 

•His associate, Henning 
Karström tested Virtanen's hypothesis and 
confirmed it to be true.



Spreading 
the AIV 
fodder

• AIV fodder was first put in practice in the summer of 
1928.

• Virtanen's patent application for the fodder was 
accepted in 1933.

• AIV fodder spread to Finland rapidly due to 
heavy marketing.

• Gustaf L. Rosenqvist, the leader of AIV-consulting 
alone held 201 presentations in 1930.

• Studies regarding the AIV fodder were released 
in foreign newspapers in 1931.

• In just a few years, the AIV patent was sold to many 
European nations and a bit later even to USA and 
Canada.



Nobel Prize in Chemistry

• In 1945 Virtanen won 
the Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry.

• It was specifically the 
AIV fodder that got 
Virtanen this award.

• He was the second Finn 
who won the Nobel 
Prize.

• To this day he remains 
as one of four Finns 
who have won the 
Nobel Prize.



AIV salt 

• AIV salt was Artturi’s another 
big invention.

• He investigated the 
preservation of butter from 
1924 to 1929 and developed 
the AIV salt. 

• With the help of AIV salt 
butter stays good much 
longer and the taste is 
smoother. 

• Virtanen kept this invention 
as a secret for 14 years.

• It wasn’t until in 1944 that a 
report on AIV salt was 
published.



Other inventions
• After those two big inventions Artturi 

focused on gathering information that 
could be used to improve human 
nutrition.

• He found out people didn’t get enough 
vitamin A and thought that using the AIV 
fodder can increase the vitamin A 
content of dairy products.

• He wanted to prove a connection 
between goiter and iodine deficiency.

• He was also interested in the nitrogen 
economy and solved the quality 
problems of emmental cheese with the 
help of his research.

• During Winter War he developed for 
example explosives and nutrition 
preservatives. Goiter causes an enlarged thyroid gland



Private life 

• Virtanen got married in 1920 with 
Lilja Matilda Moisio
• They had met each other at the 

department of geography where 
Lilja did study
• Lilja no longer studied after 

completing her master's degree
• Artturi and Lilja had two boys, 

Kalle and Olavi

      Artturi                     Kalle            Olavi                Lilja



Kalle Virtanen 

•Kaarlo (Kalle) Ilmari virtanen 
(1921-2006) was Artturi’s and 
Lilja’s first son. 

•He was a professor of 
mathematics in Helsinki 
university. 



Students 

• Virtanen was very playful and 
benevolent and was always 
ready to help his subordinates 
• He had a lot of students, up to 

44 of whom defended their 
doctoral dissertations. 
• Almost all the next generation of 

professors in biochemistry, 
nutrition, medical chemistry, 
radiochemistry, and related 
fields were his students.



Effects on the 
modern world

• Virtanen’s inventions have had a long lasting 
effect on public health 

• His inventions are used to this day
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